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Kerala, a state on the Malabar Coast of south-western India is one of the worldâ€™s most literate and
healthiest regions known as â€˜Godâ€™s Own Countryâ€™. Kerala, when seen from the sky looks like a sheet
of velvet green as though whoever made Kerala definitely had a green thumb. It is a paradise on
earth with palm lined beaches, hills covered with plantations, streaming jungles and serene
backwaters. Previously considered far away, Kerala have now become easily reachable with so
many flights running daily. It offers numerous experiences in one go- wildlife and mountains,
fascinating heritage, culture, ayurveda and terrific cuisines. So hordes of travelers are attracted to
Kerala to spend their vacation whether it is a honeymoon trip, adventure, and family or wildlife tour.

If you are traveling to Kerala and are wondering where to stay, then just relax, as Kerala offers a
wide range of hotel options from luxury hotels in Kerala for exclusive travelers, to cheap budget
hotels for the common tourists. There are various web sites that provide you details about different
Kerala hotels as they are experts in helping and serving you to make your accommodation in Kerala
more comfortable. Necessary arrangements are made by the Kerala Tourism Corporation so that
hotel and resort reservations are made comfortable for the tourists and visitors who come to spend
their vacation.

International standard of comfort and all the necessary facilities are offered by the luxury hotels
having equipped with all modern amenities. The guests who come for business purpose can enjoy
the best of conferencing and banquet facilities while the weary travelers are provided with ample
leisure comfort. Their services are of high quality and cater to both leisure and corporate tourists. As
soon as you step into the gorgeous hotels of Kerala, you will be simply overwhelmed by the
traditional and outstanding hospitality offered by the host and its staff.

As ayurvedic treatments and massages provide comfort and relaxation, they have become
extremely popular due to the present day life style and Kerala is the center of all these treatments.
These types of therapy also cure several body ailments like weight loss, slimming programs,
detoxification meditation and yoga and are very popular mostly among foreign tourists. These
tourists specially travel to Kerala to have an ayurvedic treatment and stay in these ayurvedic hotels
in Kerala. With hotels and resorts scattered all over Kerala, you will not have difficulty in finding the
perfect accommodation of your choice.
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